Abstract-Artificial Immune System (AIS) is inspired by biological immune system and provides novel ways to solve complex problems including fault detection, optimization and anomaly detection. Artificial Negative Selection is one the most important branches in AIS that discriminates normal and anomalous samples based on natural immune system self/non-self discrimination mechanism. In this paper a new schema of detector generation approach for negative selection is introduced. Negative selection is typically applied to anomaly detection problems, which can be considered as a type of pattern classification problem and is typically employed as an intrusion detection technique. This new approach, hybrids ideas from Artificial Immune Negative Selection algorithms and Restricted Coulomb Energy neural networks that are specific design of hyper sphere classifiers. While generated detectors have variable radius in real-valued space. The algorithm is tested using real-world datasets, including NSL-KDD99. The experiments in this paper showed the algorithm can tightly control the number of generated detectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Immune System (AIS) is inspired by biological immune system and provides novel ways to solve complex problems including fault detection, optimization, anomaly detection and so on. Artificial Negative Selection algorithm (NS) is one the most important branches in AIS community that simulates natural immune system self/non-self discrimination mechanism. In Negative Selection algorithm, a set of detectors are used to check incoming data to be abnormal/anomaly (non-self) or normal (self). The portion of the non-self space that is covered by detector set is one of the main concerns in negative selection algorithms. So, generating the detectors covering most portion of non-self space is important.
Among the latest works reviewing negative selection algorithms, as one of the new variations, V-detector has some unique features made it more reliable and efficient than the other negative selection algorithms.
This paper tries to introduce a new variable detector generation for negative selection based on ideas from Restricted Coulomb Energy (RCE) neural networks that are specific design of hyper sphere classifiers. 
II. NEGATIVE SELECTION ALGORITHM

A. General Negative Selection
Negative Selection is known as discriminating self/non-self and detectors are artificial non-self samples with a match threshold. In negative selection algorithms, detectors are generated randomly based on a match rule against a set of normal samples. Detectors that do not match any self are stored and go through negative selection process. So the NSA consists of three phase: defining self, generating detectors and monitoring the occurrence of anomalies ( Fig. 1 ) [1] . Negative selection is typically applied to anomaly detection problems, which can be considered as a type of pattern classification problem, and is typically employed as a (network) intrusion detection technique. 
B. V-Vector Negative Selection Algorithm
Among the latest works reviewing negative selection algorithms, V-Detector (variable size detector) has some unique features to be more reliable and efficient than the others negative selection algorithms. where m is the number of detectors. In contrast to self elements, the radius r j is not fixed but is computed as the Euclidean distance from a randomly chosen center c j to the nearest self element (this distance must be greater than r s , otherwise detector is not created). Formally we define r j as: The algorithm terminates if predefined number T max of detectors is generated or the hypercube is sufficiently well covered by these detectors [2] (Fig. 2) . 
III. RESTRICTED COULUMB ENERGY NETWORK
The Restricted Coulomb Energy(RCE), proposed by Reilly, Cooper and Elbaum, is one the first incremental models of neural networks [4] consists of three layers of "neuron cells" with a full set of connections between the first and second layers, and a partial set of connections between the second and third layers, as shown in Fig. 3 . Each input layer cell represents a feature (a measurable characteristic) of an incoming pattern (an input signal) that the network assigns to some pattern class. The middle layer cells are called prototype cells, each of which contains information about an example of learned pattern class that occurred in the training data. Each cell on the output layer corresponds to a different pattern class represented in the training data set [5] [6] . In this model, decision units are characterized by their influence region, defined by hyper sphere around the unit, whose radius is equal to the threshold of unit. The state space is then divided into zones, each dominated by different decision units. New units are created with an initial chosen radius if presented template does not fit into one of the influence regions of the units associated with the correct class.
An RCE network cell is characterized by five elements: its class c, its weight vector, ω, its cell threshold, ξ, its pattern count, and its smoothing factor, λ. During training, all but the smoothing factor play a role in prototype cell development. The prototype cell weight vector ω represents the set of weighted connections between the prototype cell and each of the input layer cells. In response to a signal on the input layer, each prototype cell computes a distance (Euclidean), d i . Between the input signal and the prototype vector stored in its weights via
where, ω ij =weight connecting i th prototype cell and j th input cell x j =activity of j th input cell (i.e., the j th feature value of vector x) N D =number of input cells (i.e., dimension of feature space) During training, a prototype cell becomes active, if the prototype-to-pattern distance d is less than the cell threshold, λ. This is called the activation rule and the prototype is said to fire. The network is trained through a sequence of input signals, each presented with its correct classification (a labeled training set) [5] [6] . Fig. 3 . Architecture of a RCE network [7] A
. Incremental Training Process of RCE Network
The incremental training process of a RCE network can be summarized as follows:
Case 1: Creation of a new prototype cell: For an input feature vector x belonging to a class k, if it does not trigger any response from the existing prototype cell (if any), a new prototype cell i will be created and, this new cell is then connected to the output cell k representing the class c k . Case 2: Increment of an existing prototype cell's counter t: For an input feature vector x belonging to a class c k , if it does trigger a response from an existing prototype cell i belonging to the same class c k , the t counter of this existing prototype cell i is incremented by 1. Case 3: Modification of the influence field of an existing prototype cell: For an input feature vector x belonging to a class, if it triggers a response from an existing prototype cell i that does not belong to same class c k , this prototype cell's radius of the hyper-spherical influence filed is reduced according to the following calculation:
It is clear that the incremental training process of RCE neural network is very simple and has not issue of convergence. Most importantly, both the number of cells in the prototype layer and the number of cells in the output layer can be dynamically increased during the real-time activation of the RCE neural network [7] (for more information we refer to [8] ).
IV. PROPOSED DETECTOR GENERATION ALGORITHM
As we can find from above discussion, in negative selection algorithms, detectors are generated randomly over the state space and one the main concerns in these algorithms, Learning and Computing, Vol. 2, No. 3, June 2012 especially in high dimensional spaces, is the detectors convergence, means the portion of non-self space that is covered by detectors. So it is important to generate detectors that (a) are distributed all over the space, (b) have as big as possible radius to cover all the space. As a result, in our approach, we introduce a detector set generation method that not only uses randomly generated detectors, but also the training non-self samples. In this way we can generate big radius detectors which are distributed all over the space, especially in parts that the existence probability of non-self samples is more.
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A. Detector Set Generation
The learning algorithm for proposed detector generation method can be described as shown Fig.4 : To test our proposed algorithm, we used NSL-KDD dataset which is a new version of KDD Cup99 dataset [9] . Each record of this data set describes a network connection as a vector of 41 attributes (38 numerical and 3 symbolic) with additional end-label (normal value means self connection). Examples of self and non-self connections are given below In our experiment we used only 19 of 41 features based on feature selection proposed in [10] and using a min-max approach we normalized the data set as in [11] .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the proposed algorithm, we used 125970 Records of normalized KDD Cup 99 train dataset. More precisely, we randomly created 10 subsets from dataset. In each subset we used 70% of data records for train and the remained 30% for test. Table I shows the average results of three times run of algorithm on ten random selected subsets of NSL_KDD99 dataset. Detector Rate (DR) and False Alarm Rate (FA) and the accuracy are defined as: Table I . To test our algorithm, we initialize our variables as: r s =0.1, R max =19, Maxnum=500. 
VII. CONCLUSION
A new approach for detector generation in AIS was proposed. This new technique generates detectors based on the inherent ability of discriminating self/non-self in NSA. Initially, randomly generated detectors have as big as possible radius in the state space and the algorithm leaves them away from self data by decreasing the radius based on RCE network factors. So each generated detector owns its radius. All training abnormal patterns that could not match any randomly generated detector will be added to detectors list by enough getting away from self data. As a result, we can distribute the detectors in parts of space that the probability of existence abnormal patterns is more.
As we expect, the results show high detection rate and low false alarm rate with least possible number of detectors. 
